Tips to Keep
Your Android Device Safe
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Set a Screen Lock
Setting up a screen lock is important to prevent any unauthorized user from accessing your
personal information. You can lock the phone screen using a password, PIN or pattern
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Keep Android Device Manage On
Remain prepared, if you ever lose your mobile, the "Android Device Manager" should be set up.
1.

Open your device's Settings

2.

Under "Personal," tap Google.

3.

Under "Services," tap Security.

Now activate “Remotely locate this device" and "Allow remote lock and erase." You need to sign
in with your Google account to perform this activity.
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Encrypt Your Device
Encryption will help you keep your data protected if you lose your device. If you have Android 4.1
version or higher, you need to go to Settings » Security » Encrypt phone. This will encrypt the data.
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Downloading app from trusted source
Downloading app from trusted source is important as it may compromise the security of your
devices. Any time you can download an app from any unknown source by using the "Unknown
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Sources" feature. Keeping in mind the security, this feature is disabled but users can manage the
settings as per requirement.
• Before you install any app from unknown source, you need to be sure it’s a trusted
brand.
• Also, check if the app is seeking some private information or device permission that you
will not share.
• In order to keep a check on these apps, you can use antivirus software. REVE Mobile
Antivirus has Privacy Advisor feature, which allows users to review the permissions
granted to these apps.
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Prefer Using Chrome Browser
Google Chrome has several inbuilt security features, which keep users safe online. Chrome is
updated by Google from time- to-time. Install chrome to update the browser whenever updates
are released

Note: There may be some variations in the options as per device. So please choose the closely related items.
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